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President’s
Note
by Inġ. Malcolm Zammit
President, Chamber of Engineers

In the past summer months, we could experience again
the more normal aspects of social life. The Chamber
of Engineers would like to actively support this return
to normality. We feel that given the advancements
in the vaccination programme within the Maltese
population, the time is ripe to invite engineers to
get back together and reconnnect as colleagues and
friends. I, for one, have truly missed the opportunity for
networking with our colleagues, as surely have many
others, because the ability to connect people is what
ultimately makes an organisation like ours. Therefore,
the coming months are also expected to re-ignite the
Chamber’s networking aspect through the roll-out of
various initiatives and annual events which could not
be organised ‘normally’ since 2019.
The CoE shall be organising its 28th Annual Engineering
Conference ‘Industry 4.0: Engineering a Smarter
Industry’ which is planned to be held at Villa Bighi in
Kalkara on the 5th November. The conference is a staple
event for the CoE and the engineering community
and this year is reverting to its original format which
allows engineers and students to learn, discuss and
network together. Last year’s online only conference
was held in an an unusual format due to exceptional
circumstances. The situation now allows us to organise
a day conference programme with the participation of
key industry players and researchers within the various
aspects of Industry 4.0 such as internet of things,
robotics, cloud computing, cyber-physical systems
and other interesting topics. If you are interested to
learn more and seek the right opportunity to meet
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“The Chamber
remains focused
on the issues
surrounding the
profession.”

“The Malta
Engineering
Excellence
Awards are
also planned to
return back ... ”

with peers, you are encouraged to join us.
Visit our website for further instructions
on registration.
The Malta Engineering Excellence Awards
are also planned to return to normal.
Organisation is underway for the delivery
of another prestigious event for the
engineering community. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank The
Energy & Water Agency for once again
sponsoring the event and entrusting the
CoE with organising the Energy and Water
Sustainability Award. This award will be
presented together with the Best Student
Final Year Project Awards, the Industrial
Excellence Award and the Maurice Debono
Lifetime Achievement Award.
Beyond our events calendar, the
Chamber remains focused on the issues
surrounding the profession. Following
regular, explanatory communications,
the CoE had announced the enactment
of the Inġiniera Act (amendment to
the Engineering Profession Act per Bill
205), enacted on the 23rd July 2021. This
came following long months of debate,
consultation and regular communication
with members of the profession. A
campaign to explain these amendments
further followed during the past few
weeks so as to ensure clarifications are
made publicly available. We shall ensure
to remain vigilant in whatever issue we

are dealing with on your behalf, meaning
that, we shall criticise whenever any
proposal could be against the interests
of the profession but we will be proactive
and constructive to ensure we propose
feasible solutions. We will continue to do
what engineers are well known to be able
to.
The Chamber is a dynamic organisation and
we seek to maintain healthy collaborations
with various entities within society. Apart
from our active work in attracting new
sponsors towards the Chamber, we also
seek strategic partnerships which are
meant to improve visibility of engineering
and opportunities for engineers. In this
regard I need to mention our recent
cooperation agreement with the Malta
Council of Science and Technology which is
meant to create synergy between the two
organisations with a mission to promote
STEM in Malta and funding opportunities
for professionals.
On behalf of my colleagues in the Executive
Council, I would like to thank the Editor &
Editorial Board for their work on the 61st
Issue of Engineering Today. Please enjoy
reading the interesting material provided
by our authors, collaborators and
sponsors. Should you wish to contribute
to this magazine or to the Chamber of
Engineers in general, you are encouraged
to get in touch!
Engineering Today
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Editor’s
Note
by Inġ. Rebekah Cilia
Chamber of Engineers

While the pandemic is not yet over, some
resembalance of normality is now shining
upon us. People are slowly re-connecting
physically both on a professional level, as
well as a social level. One thing we have
surely learnt from this pandemic, however, is
the importance of social media. Social media
brought together people in a variety of ways
and allowed them to stay connected when it
was physically impossible to do so.
Social media has also reached engineering. In
this edition of Engineering Today, we get an
insight on what it is like to be an ‘Engineering
Influencer’. Carl Bugeja sheds some light on
the new mediums of information available to
engineers and engineering students. Through
his work on YouTube, Carl has helped to
break the perception and stigma that exists
around the engineering profession, that
engineers are typically people that consider
themselves as ‘camera shy’.
Continuing on the recent coverage of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and other similar
technologies, Andrea Bondin’s article
discusses the use of Augmented Reality
(AR)-based systems, which combine both
digital and physical environments, with
the aim of improving the efficiency of
corrective maintenance processes in the
manufacturing industry. A good case is made
in favour of the use of new technologies to
automate processes that were previously
only performed manually. This reduced
dependency on human decisions opens the
door to further improvements in this timecritical industry.
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The Chamber of Engineers has also been
working hard on the the “Engineer your
Campaign” initiative, the aim of which is to
attract more students into pursuing a career
in one of the several engineering fields by
equipping them with knowledge shared by
22 testimonials.
Inġ Michelle Cortis, writes in her own words
about the Knowledge Transfer Office at
the University of Malta and interviews
three Engineering colleagues about their
background, the importance of knowledge
transfer, and their roles within the Knowledge
Transfer Office (KTO). Danielle Martine
Farrugia talks about communicating science
effectively in her opinion piece, and highlights
the importance of doing so, mainly to secure
project funding and to maintain the everaccelerating pace of innovation that society
has come to expect and appreciate.
This edition also feature an article about the
University of Malta Racing Team (UOMR)
describing how a group of students founded
this organisation back in 2012, and how they’ve
been reaching new heights in international
competitions ever since. UOMRs main aims
and future ambitions are also discussed, as
they have commited themselves to design an
electric race car for future events.
As always, I encourage our readers to
participate and submit articles in order to
be featured in future editions. We welcome
opinions, articles, or any comments on
editor@coe.org.mt. I hope you enjoy this
edition of Engineering Today!
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MCST, Villa Bighi

Applied Research Funding
Mr Stephen Borg

R&I Executive at the Malta Council for Science and Technology

Research and Innovation (R&I) plays a
crucial role in tackling economic and societal
challenges. In fact, R&I is not only a local
pillar of economic growth and productivity,
but it has also proved its significance beyond
our borders, particularly in the midst of
the uncertainties caused by the Covid-19
pandemic.

FUSION aims to provide researchers and
technologists with much-needed funding
which enables them to transform their
innovative ideas into market-ready realities.
Since its inception in 2014, FUSION has
grown steadily and, in recent years, has seen
extensive refinement to ensure its pertinence
to modern challenges and exigencies.

National R&I funding schemes are crucial
in de-risking private sector investment into
novel products or services. Financial support
incentivises R&I activities and provides
entrepreneurs with a safety-net and a guide
in the pursuit of commercialising their
innovations.

The FUSION Technology Development
Programme (TDP) has been a staple of
the FUSION funding up to €12 million in
innovative projects since its inception. This
year, the MCST are opening a new programme
called Technology Development Lite (TDP
Lite). The aim of the new programme is to
facilitate expedited applied research which
is intended to support the research involved
in the development of novel products, or
processes.

The Malta Council for Science and
Technology (MCST), under the leadership
of Executive Chairman Dr Jeffrey Pullicino
Orlando, offers a myriad of competitive and
collaborative funding schemes to the Maltese
research community, predominantly through
a portfolio of R&I funding programmes,
known as FUSION.
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Prior to their proposal, projects under
the original FUSION TDP would have to
perform a formalised feasibility study like
the FUSION Commercialisation Voucher

to assess the viability of their proposed technology. TDP
Projects are then undertaken by a public-private consortium in
3-year projects with a maximum grant of €295,000. Operating
in tandem, the new TDP lite programme will offer support
for innovations in more competitive markets with a faster
development cycle. The TDP Lite aims to optimise the potential,
commercial impact on both the Maltese and foreign markets
by exploiting the first-mover advantage in cases which do
not require collaborative research and the larger amounts of
funding typical of the long-standing FUSION TDP.
Public or private Maltese legal entities who would like to
develop their novel products or processes are encouraged to
submit their proposal via the TDP Lite funding programme. The
grant provided is up to €150,000 and funds may be used to hire
or subcontract personnel, acquire equipment, and purchase
consumables among other eligible costs in a one year, singlestage project. The MCST will provide up to 75% of the eligible
costs in the case of private entities (companies, partnership,
etc.). The MCST will finance 80% of the grant itself as prefinancing at the initiation of a project with 20% retained until
successful completion.
The pilot call for TDP Lite was launched on September 20th,
2021 and will close on November 1st, 2021. For more information,
please visit www.mcst.gov.mt or email us on rtdi.mcst@gov.mt.

The FUSION Technology Development Programme (TDP) has
been a staple of the FUSION
programme funding up to €12
million in innovative projects
since its inception.

This is a paid advertorial.
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Engineer Your Career:
Promoting the
Engineering Profession
Ms Denise Baldacchino
Public Relations Officer | Chamber of Engineers

The “Engineer your Career” campaign led by
the Chamber of Engineers has materialised
thanks to a funded project which the Council
applied for in 2019 with the aim to raise
awareness about the engineering profession
and the engineer with the general public,
particularly the younger generations.
Through this campaign, the CoE shared a
total of 22 testimonials of engineers with
inspirational career stories which can help
attract more students towards choosing
a career in engineering. One can state
that these testimonials easily highlight the
breadth and versatility of the engineering
profession and continue to underline the
positive impact that engineers leave within
society.
The campaign launched at the Grand
Harbour Terrace at the Mediterranean
Conference Centre in Valletta in early May
2021 and ran for a total of 12 weeks on the

social media channels of the Chamber.
It sought to bring engineering closer to
society and provide the necessary insight
to students interested in pursuing in an
engineering career. Following efforts of
dissemination and subsequent impact, the
campaign was covered by various local TV,
radio, and social media channels.
The Engineer Your Career campaign’s vision
is of a long-term nature and will seek to
provide the necessary tools and resources
for better understanding of engineering
and the relevant career paths. As a matter
of fact, the campaign will see further
implementation in the future.
We would like to thank colleague engineers
who through their professional experience
are providing inspiration to prospective
engineers. We need to collectively continue
sharing more about the reward of an
engineering career.

Engineer Your Career has been funded through the Voluntary Organisations Projects
Scheme (VOPS) managed by the Malta Council for the Voluntary Sector on behalf of the
Parliamentary Secretary for Sports, Recreation and Voluntary Organisations within the
Ministry of Inclusion and Social Wellbeing. This project/publication reflects the views only
of the author, and the MISW and the MCVS cannot be held responsible for the content or
any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Diversify your audience
By Danielle Martine Farrugia

Engineers, scientists, and technologists have
the power to shape the future of our society
and economy. Engagement with different
stakeholders encourages collaborations,
making
research
development
and
innovation more relevant to society. It is
therefore more important than ever that
new ideas are communicated to as broad an
audience as possible.
Not everyone may have the time, skills,
and resources needed to communicate
their work and discoveries efficiently and
effectively. Indeed, knowledge of the social
sciences and research into how to effectively
engage diverse audiences can make a world
of difference. In light of this, the role of the
science and technology communicator is
ever more vital in enabling this process.
An intricate aspect of science is obtaining
appropriate funding, so most engineers,
scientists and researchers are great at
talking about their research to researchfunding organisations and their peers.
Simple outreach and informing citizens
of developments is not enough to include
citizens and other stakeholders in the
research process. Engaged citizens, not
merely informed, make better decisions
affecting public policy. In fact, an increased
trend in acquiring funding is not just the
dissemination of that research to industry,
but also to include citizens in various aspects
of the research process.
Most of us do not easily comprehend
the passage of millennia. Anything can
be easily lost in time, and technological
know-how or innovations are not immune
to this. One striking example is the Ancient
Romans’ knowledge of concrete. This
kind of concrete was created by mixing

volcanic ash, lime, and seawater. Perhaps
surprisingly, it thrives in open chemical
exchange with seawater and is thus able to
withstand natural elements over centuries.
More modern versions of concrete suffer
significant erosion when exposed to
seawater; Roman concrete is actually more
suitable for structures built near coastal
areas. The initial loss, and subsequent
rediscovery in the past century, of this type
of concrete is a reminder of the added
value of communicating innovations. A
simple list of facts is rarely memorable or
capable of engaging citizens with a new
technology or innovation. Telling a good
story well, however, whether it involves
the Ancient Romans or not, immediately
captures one’s attention. This approach
helps the audience not just retain the
information but appreciate the importance
of innovative new technologies.
Communicating and engaging with a wide
variety of audiences can initially seem
like a daunting challenge. Squaring this
with the responsibility towards citizens
highlights the importance of expert science
communicators and writers. Successful
collaborations
between
technologists
or engineers and communicators are
therefore beneficial to those who develop
new technologies as well as the society
that uses them. In turn, it is only through
research in public engagement that better
communication strategies can be developed
to help bring citizens closer to science
and technology. Prioritising science and
technology communication, and allocating
sufficient and appropriate resources both on
an institutional and national level, is essential
for us to maintain the ever-accelerating
pace of innovation that society has come to
expect and appreciate.

Header photo: The magnificent colosseum in Rome. Photo by Danielle Martine Farrugia
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Discipline and Successful
Long-Term Investing
Making investment choices should not be a
daunting task if investors choose to invest
in assets based on the objectives they wish
to achieve. Professional investors have
embraced this strategy quite a while ago.
However, in some instances retail and high
net worth clients fail to make choices based
on investment objectives. Sometimes,
more attention is given to which market or
emerging industry is expected to generate
stellar returns in the next few months.
Despite all the health concerns
and economic strains which
we are going through, financial
markets
have
performed
generally well – assisted with
record monetary and fiscal
stimuli. Some sectors proved
that they are immune to the
pandemic, as their business
boomed to levels never seen
before. In addition, as the
vaccination
process
gained
momentum, financial markets
gained further ground.
So,
while
a
short-term
investment plan may have
worked well during the past 18
months, it may not always be
the case. The sell-off witnessed
during February and March
2020 caught markets off guard,
during a year when probably most of us
thought that the biggest risk for financial
markets was the US Presidential election.
The kind of sell-off witnessed last year does
not happen too often. When it does, it is
usually followed by a strong recovery.
Therefore, a long-term investment plan
should be a top priority for investors who
have an investment plan with a set objective
and needs. When investors are seriously
considering a long-term investment plan it

is crucial for the investors to understand
their risk profile. Following that, a good
understanding of the investment products
and their expected return and volatility is
paramount for the investor to be able to
stick to the investment plan and be less
distracted by negative news.
Another advantage of adopting a longterm strategy for the core portion of the
investment portfolio is that investors
will need to check on how the portfolio

is performing less often. This does not
take away any of the benefits of ongoing
portfolio reviews. The latter are not meant
to make unnecessary portfolio changes,
but to make sure that the portfolio’s asset
mix and expected returns are in line with
the investors’ risk profile and investment
objectives.
Another benefit of long-term investing is
that it helps investors staying away from
market timing. Many experienced investors
Engineering Today
October 2021
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agree that timing the market is next
to impossible, so why do investors let
their emotions get in the way? Research
shows that investors who exit the market
or do not top-up their investments when
volatility picks up, lose out on the usually
strong recovery which ensues. These are
the periods when sizeable returns are
made.
Short-term volatility may be elevated
across time. However, long-term investors
should be less concerned with the shortterm and more focused on their longterm investment goals. Understanding
the components and risk profile of the
portfolio is key for investors to remain
invested during volatile periods and
to avoid making unnecessary portfolio
changes.
This article was prepared by Jesmond Mizzi Financial
Advisors Limited. This article does not intend to give
investment advice and the contents therein should
not be construed as such. The Company is licensed
to conduct investment services by the MFSA and is a
Member of the Malta Stock Exchange and a member
of the Atlas Group. The directors or related parties,
including the company, and their clients are likely to
have an interest in securities mentioned in this article.
Investors should remember that past performance is
no guide to future performance and that the value of
investments may go down as well as up. For further
information contact Jesmond Mizzi Financial Advisors
Limited of 67, Level 3, South Street, Valletta, on Tel:
2122 4410, or email info@jesmondmizzi.com
http://www.jesmondmizzi.com
This is a paid advertorial.

The world of YouTube has barely been
in existence for a couple of decades,
but its integration and extensive reach
within mainstream society cannot be
underestimated.
Nowadays,
content
creators are making use of YouTube and
turning their profiles into libraries of
academia to showcase their knowledge
about their specialised field.
This is exactly what Mr Carl Bugeja has
done; having previously graduated in 2016
and worked as an automotive electronics
engineer at a major local company, he
successfully built a YouTube community
to showcase his engineering knowledge
in the field of electronics. His YouTube
community nowadays consists of over a
hundred thousand subscribers and at times
has reached 2.4 million views on his videos.
The varied demographics of viewers on
Carl’s YouTube profile demonstrates how
successful Carl has been to showcase his
work around the globe. Both engineers and
electronics enthusiasts are frequent viewers,
whilst his audience is primarily based in
the USA and India, arguably the two most
electronic savvy countries.
Through his work on YouTube, Carl has helped
to break the perception and stigma that
exists around the engineering profession,
that engineers are typically people that
consider themselves as ‘camera shy’. When
asked how much of a challenge appearing
before a camera was, he remarked that this
was a hurdle that he had to overcome by
being professional and gaining confidence
in his work. He explained that it is imperative
that before talking about a subject on his
channel, he would carry out extensive work
and research the topic thoroughly to make
sure that he presents accurate facts. Carl
explained that through the exposure he
has gained via YouTube and other internet
platforms, he has caught the eye of several
electronics companies that value his work
and are prepared to offer sponsorship deals
for the development of his videos. This
allowed him to work as a full time YouTube
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Carl Bugeja

The Engineering Influencer
By Andrea Bondin

content creator, constructing a modern
online platform in which engineering
practices can be further pushed.
Carl has been making use of YouTube to
present his innovative projects and explain
the development phase of his products. Carl
explained that his first real major project,
and what really launched his channel to a
much wider audience, was the development
of the PCB based motor. When asked
what makes this specific project truly
stand out and attract viewers, Carl said
‘The true success of my videos is down
to including innovative elements within
my work. For example, instead of buying
off-the-shelf components such as motors, I
try to integrate the functions of the motor,
in this case the stator, within a PCB. That
way people are curious about how I manage
to reach my set goals’.
From the idea of the PCB motor, other ideas
emerged. One such idea is the development
of flexible actuators. He explained that
flexible actuators are basically coils that
have their movement drawn from the
magnetic field of separate magnets. Here he
remarked that; ‘as an electronics engineer,
fresh out of university, I was quite limited
in this area, since my university education
only covered up to FR-4 PCBs, but through
research, and trial and error, I expanded
my knowledge on different material grades
of circuit boards’. The concept of having
flexible actuators opened the door to the
development of other products such as the

The flexible LED display

PCB robot

PCB robot and arguably Carl’s most popular
project - the flexible LED display. The flexible
LED display is made up of a fairly simplistic
but innovative concept, consisting of a
flexible PCB actuator on which a number of
RGB LEDs are mounted. The magnetic field
created by the magnet mounted beneath
the PCB causes a periodic displacement of
the assembly and creates an aesthetically
pleasing mechanism.
Carl explained that although the process
looks complete, he naturally encounters
problems during the development phase.
As reflected in his videos there is an iterative
process of continuous improvement,
whereby he takes his audience on a journey
of improvement of his products. For
example, Carl noted that after a number
of cycles performed by the flexible LED
display, there was a tendency for damage
to occur. He improved the design of such a
product by using LEDs of better mechanical
properties and lowering the frequency of
flapping of the PCB.
Looking towards the future Carl explained
that he intends to primarily develop more
innovative products and complete more
projects. Further to developing his projects,
Carl is looking to push onto the market his
own electronics kits which are purposely
designed for electronic makers to be more
reachable and affordable to the general
public. He also hopes that his work will shine
a brighter light on engineering, making
it a more attractive path for the younger
generation to primarily get involved and
become the engineers of tomorrow.
Engineering Today
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Efficient Maintenance
of Automation Systems?
Answer: Augmented Reality
by Andrea Bondin
Due to its unique geographic location, one
would perhaps be surprised with the scale
and maturity of the manufacturing industry
in Malta. Throughout the years, foreign
investors heavily invested in Malta and
built state-of-the-art manufacturing plants
in their quest for cost-competitiveness
and high-quality product manufacturing.
As a result, the manufacturing industry
in Malta employs approximately 24,000
people, which is equivalent to 20% of the
Island’s workforce. Due to the prominence
and importance of such an industry
on the national economy and amongst
other stakeholders, the local engineering
profession needs to strive to continuously
make Malta an attractive jurisdiction. This
incentivises foreign investors to continue
opening manufacturing plants, remain cost
competitive and manufacture high value and
quality products in Malta.

When company management decides to go
down the automation route and invest and
automate manufacturing processes it must
also keep in mind challenges that these
types of machines might pose throughout
their life cycle. This idea is backed up by the
co-founder of Microsoft, Bill Gates, who once
stated that: “The first rule of any technology
used in a business is that automation applied
to an efficient operation will magnify the
efficiency. The second is that automation
applied to an inefficient operation will
magnify the inefficiency.”
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Faster and more efficient work;
Menial tasks that might involve hazardous
labour for humans;
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What makes companies better equipped to
deal with customisation and changes within
the market landscape whilst remaining
competitive is the use of Industry 4.0 related
technologies. Nowadays manufacturing
shopfloors are a tangible reflection of the
shift made towards the paradigm of Industry
4.0, as the use of automation systems,
one of the nine elements that make up
Industry 4.0, are more and more becoming
a common feature within production lines.
The automation of production processes
has proven to be a game changer in terms
of operational efficiency. This improvement
in efficiency over manual labour carried out
by humans is a result of automation systems
being able to perform:
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Q%

Fig. 2

One of the challenges relating to these types
of machines is their maintenance aspect, as
they are designed with a large number of parts
moving at high speeds. It logically follows
that the probability of machine breakdown
through, for example wear of components
is high. This hypothesis is backed up when
looking at the Overall Operational Efficiency
(OOE) statistics of a recent study covering
two separate heavily automated shopfloors
at a major local manufacturing company.
Figures 1 and 2, reflect the average OEE of
these shopfloors where the availability (A%),
performance (P%) and quality (Q%) of all
automation systems are averaged out.
These statistics demonstrate that for
automation
systems
downtime
due
to machine breakdown is the largest
contributor towards a lower availability.
Since unavailability of production assets

results in a significant negative impact
on production cost, capacity, and quality
manufacturing companies have to devise a
robust and efficient maintenance strategy
that maximises the uptime of production
assets. Despite not being perhaps the
most efficient of maintenance strategies,
corrective maintenance is a necessary
evil for all manufacturing since having
zero defects is impossible to achieve and
defective machinery needs to be addressed
not only from a production point of view
but also from health and safety aspects.
Therefore, technicians need to be best
equipped to resolve defective machinery in
the shortest time possible.
Three main technologies that are expected
to have a large influence on the way
maintenance will be carried out in the future
are: Machine Learning (ML), Remaining
Useful Life (RUL) and Extended Reality (XR).
XR is an umbrella term which incorporates
high-end digital tools such as Virtual Reality
(VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). AR is a
technology that supplements the real-world
environment with computer-generated
objects that appear to coexist within the
same space. To augment virtual data in the
real-world scenario, an AR system is able to
run interactively and correctly contextualise
virtual objects within the user’s view. The
use of such technologies has been growing
in popularity. More importantly, significant
amounts of potential improvements in
maintenance operations, thanks to AR
amongst others, has been deeply analysed
by the Augmented Reality for Enterprise
Alliance (AREA) of Boeing, which went on
to state that AR ‘has tremendous potential
to minimise errors, cut down on costs and
improve product quality’.
AR based corrective maintenance can heavily
reduce machine time to recovery (MTTR)
and hence unscheduled downtime. Due to
effective data sharing, where these systems
can close the information gap between
maintenance management systems, such as
a computerised maintenance management
system (CMMS), and the workers on site, the
time required to perform corrective repairs
is made much shorter. An AR application
integrated with a CMMS, provides workers,
no matter if new or low skilled, with relevant
user-friendly information to diagnose and
fix faulty equipment in a short period of

time. Thus, AR systems have the potential to
reduce the length of unscheduled downtime,
hence increasing profitability.
In order to understand the potential
improvement in operational efficiency via
AR, a recent study we conducted looked
at introducing a process improvement
programme within the previously mentioned
shopfloors. This process improvement was
done through the Six Sigma methodology
where a combination of qualitative and
quantitative information was gathered
and examined to identify the most timeconsuming areas of the current process
work flow. The process improvement
programme carried out aimed to take into
major consideration the concerns of the
main stakeholders while also looking at time
studies concerning a number of common
day-to-day repairs. From this analysis it
was found that the main activity within the
corrective repair process that is primarily
the most time consuming and is common
to all repairs investigated is the process of
component disassembly. To overcome this
time-consuming element within the current
process workflow, a proof-of-concept AR
mobile based application was developed
to gauge the potential improvement of
applying Augmented Reality to the context
of component disassembly. As seen in
Figure 2 the application successfully
manages to provide instructions of howto disassemble components, potentially
helping novice technicians, but also
experienced technicians to carry out repairs
faster. That way downtime is shortened and
more production minutes are realised of
machinery.
The study explained in this article can help
provide better understanding of how ARbased systems can be introduced to the
context of manufacturing with special focus
on corrective maintenance processes. In a
world where the manufacturing industry is
constantly striving to improve operational
excellence, the adoption of digitalisation
tools and other Industry 4.0 concepts are
seen as game changers. AR-based systems
promise to contribute significantly to
transforming the manufacturing landscape.
It is up to companies to invest so as to
improve their manufacturing capabilities
and not risk being overtaken by their
competitors if they stand still.
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Tuning Fork

Engineering ESG
Tuning Fork Advisory (TFA) boast a dynamic
team of qualified engineers, scientists
and technology experts who support our
clients with a broad range of advisory and
training services in relation to cyber security,
human capital, sustainability, performance
optimisation, data analytics and food
industry related services.
Being firm believers in the process and
the people, we help clients optimise their
businesses from concept to execution. In
its pursuit towards diversifying its services
to remain at the forefront of the abovementioned sectors, TFA has continued to
boost its competence and will be shortly
offering specialised consultancy and training
in relation to ESG – Environment, Social and
Governance.
What is ESG?
Faced with the climate crisis, European
countries have set themselves a common
goal: achieving carbon neutrality by 2050.
This, coupled with exigent human rights,
equality and gender rights have been
pushing developed countries to legislate the
necessary controls.
EU Directive 2014/95/EU – also called the
Non-Financial Reporting Directive (NFRD)
– lays down the rules on disclosure of nonfinancial and diversity information by certain
large companies. On 21 April 2021, the
European Commission adopted a proposal
for a Corporate Sustainability Reporting
Directive (CSRD) which would amend the
existing reporting requirements of the NFRD.
The proposal intends to address:
E – Environment – How companies use
energy and manage their environmental
impact have far-reaching consequences on
society and the planet.
S – Social – How a company fosters its
people (through proper Occupational Health
& Safety, labour and HR practices) will have
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ripple effects on the broader community.
Their inclusivity and diversity will pave the
way for a sustainable future.
G – Governance – There are two parts to this
criterion. One is staying ahead of violations,
ensuring transparency and industry best
practices, and dialogue with regulators.
The other is the internal system of controls,
practices, and procedures to govern and
make effective decisions.
What are the organisational benefits of
ESG?
E – Sustainable practices attract more
customers, allow better access to resources,
lower energy and water consumption and
therefore can also reduce operational costs.
S – Sustainable practices lead to greater social
credibility, attract talent, boost employee
morale, and build stronger community
relations.
G – Sustainable practices may lead to
government support, subsidies, overcoming
increasing regulatory pressure and better
investor relations, e.g., in form of better
loan conditions or lower capital costs.
The intention is to be not just ‘the best in
the world’ but ‘the best for the world’.
How does it affect the engineering
profession?
As creative problem solvers and
innovators, engineers play vital roles in
diverse domains that have significant
social and environmental impacts at
work. Engineers can have an active
role in influencing how ESG standards
are measured and reported, helping
to protect the reputation of their
employers and the profession while
also demonstrating a commitment to
acknowledging the broader impacts of
their work in society.

A growing awareness and emphasis for this
triple bottom line means the engineering
profession, including the practitioners,
entities, and regulators, can recognize
their collective duties and contributions to
society are more than just technical.
Why should the engineer attend ESG related
training?
ESG is here to stay. It is not a matter of
IF but WHEN. It is with absolute certainty
that ESG directly affects the engineering
profession and will surely become a focus

area for the majority of local organisations
in years to come.
At TFA we suggest you stay ahead of the
game and up your knowledge and skills
with regards to ESG making you more a
more vital contributor to your organisation.
Should you like more information about
our consultancy services please contact
us on WeAdvise@tfork.com. If your query
is training-related please contact us on
training@tfork.com.
This is a paid advertorial.

The UM Racing Team
The University of Malta Racing
Team, UoMR, is Malta’s first and only
Formula Student team, founded
in 2012 by a group of university
students. This team has just
competed in the Formula Student
UK
engineering
competition,
finishing in 12th place overall, with
its best result being 5th place within
the Cost section. UMR’s main aim
is for university students to further
develop their knowledge in STEM
while pursuing their passion for
motorsports engineering. This is
achieved by conceiving, designing, and fabricating a formula-style race car within the
regulations published by the Formula Society of Automotive Engineers, FSAE.
Due to the ongoing pandemic, the team was unfortunately unable to attend the physical
event held in Silverstone, UK, so as to race the car against that of other teams. Therefore,
it competed within the Virtual Design event, in which it was interviewed by a panel of
international experts on the engineering design and cost elements of their vehicle. The
students were not deterred by the pandemic, and due to their hard work over the past
year and a half managed to achieve such a result. UMR competed with its 4th car, which
uses the Yamaha MT07 motorcycle engine and having a net weight of under 200 kg. The
team aims to compete in the physical events next year, and is already working hard to
radically improve the car to achieve a better result. This is not the only ambition for the
team’s future as it is also in the early design stages for an electric race car.
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Investing in Energy
Efficient Solutions
Businesses deploy strategy to tailor
products
and
services
that
satisfy
customers, and cost effectiveness to
implement processes that smoothen their
operations. But there’s always an additional
step. By being energy efficient, this can
now be done while conforming to the state
and safety of planet Earth. Every building
includes numerous hidden features that
can be customized to positively impact the
environment. Clearly identifying the costs
related to these features can be helpful to
the owner of the building when seeking the
ideal financing solution. With creativity and
innovation at heart, engineers can be at the
core of driving this change and identifying
these potentially energy-efficient features.

efficient investments reap an immediate
benefit to the business going forward
whilst reducing the enterprises’ carbon
footprint. Businesses can take a maximum
loan of €750,000 for a maximum term of
15 years. With an interest rate of 2.1% for
the first three years, followed by a 3% rate
thereafter, combined with a 2% interest
rate subsidy over the first three years,
the BOV Business Energy Loan ensures
that such green investments achieve an
improved payback. This EU financing
scheme is available to both SMEs and MidCaps (enterprises employing up to 3,000
employees) and considers other eligible
costs such as electric / hybrid car fleets and
water efficiency measures among others.

Playing a decisive role in pursuing an
Environmental, Social and Corporate
Governance (ESG) vision, banks are
developing green products aimed at
pushing various stakeholders within society
to take the ecological leap. To fulfill certain
UN Sustainable Development Goals such as
‘Affordable and Clean Energy’ and ‘Climate
Action’, Bank of Valletta provides different
financing solutions for businesses seeking
to operate sustainably.

To get a better understanding of the
benefits that can be reaped, the ‘CliMalta’
(https://climalta.eu/) is a web-based tool
developed by the European Investment
Bank that can help obtain a clearer image
of potential savings in energy costs and
carbon
dioxide
reductions
achieved
through the financing of the BOV Business
Energy Loan. Businesses who are seeking
to undertake an energy efficient investment
are invited to set up an appointment
with their BOV branch by setting an
appointment through https://bov.com/
assistants/set-an-appointment, calling on
(+356) 2131 2020 or by sending an email on
smefinance@bov.com. Further information
can be found on https://www.bov.com/
products/bov-business-energy-loan.

Launched by Bank of Valletta together with
the European Investment Fund (EIF) and
the Maltese Government, the BOV Business
Energy Loan is an innovative financing
solution aimed at assisting enterprises to
invest in efficient solutions and projects.
The Loan is designed to ensure that energy

The financial support and benefits are derived from the establishment of a Fund of Funds – “EERE Malta” which is co-financed by Malta
and the European Union under the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). The objective of this fund of funds and its first loss
guarantee combined with an interest rate subsidy scheme is to support the access of the final recipients for their investments in energy
efficiency and renewable energy measures. EERE Malta is co-financed by the Republic of Malta, the European Union under the European
Regional Development Fund.
All loans are subject to normal bank lending criteria and final approval from the Bank. Further terms and conditions are available from
www.bov.com. Issued by Bank of Valletta p.l.c., 58, Triq San Zakkarija, Il-Belt Valletta VLT 1130. Bank of Valletta p.l.c. is a public limited
company regulated by the MFSA and is licensed to carry out the business of banking in terms of the Banking Act (Cap. 371 of the Laws
of Malta).”

This is a paid advertorial.
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Engineers

and the transfer of knowledge
The Chamber of Engineers’ International Secretary and Editorial Board Member, Inġ Michelle
Cortis, writes in her own words about the Knowledge Transfer Office at the University of Malta
and interviews her Engineering colleagues.
If you look up the definition of “Knowledge
Transfer”, something along the following
lines is most likely to come up: transferring/
sharing of knowledge from one organization
to another.
Knowledge transfer (KT), or technology
transfer, is a skill that research institutions
around the world use to make sure that their
research impacts society. A highly publicized
recent example would be the AstraZeneca
Vaccine; for which Oxford University worked
with a pharmaceutical industry to develop the
research (Oxford), and then placed it on the
market (AstraZeneca).
To work in KT, one would need to have
knowledge in the technology being presented
to them whilst in parallel understanding
market needs. KT is a career that allows one to
be in the midst of innovation; but requires an
understanding of how to protect an invention
and how much value an innovative project has.
Putting a price on something that is completely
new (for example, a new molecule, or a new
medical device design) is not easy without the
right background, experience, know-how and
data. Nevertheless, the aim of many KT offices
is not to make a profit out of research, but to
reach societal impact.
KT examples can be found across virtually
every industrial and scientific area, from
pharmaceuticals to medical devices, to
computing, alternative energy solutions,
agriculture, aerospace and many more. This
means that Engineers have an extremely
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important role to play in this field, both as
the innovators, and also as the KT personnel
themselves. I have been working in the world
of KT for over four years. I am lucky enough
to say that I love what I do, not only because
I get to use my engineering background
simultaneously with the business know-how
that is required for the right societal impact of
technologies, but because I also get to work
with inspiring and passionate colleagues at
the University of Malta (UM). Three of which
are Engineers and whom I interview for this
article; the Director of the Knowledge Transfer
Office (KTO), Dr. Inġ Anton Bartolo, and two
KT Managers; Inġ Elisa Vella and Mr Andras
Havasi.
Anton, Elisa and Andras, can you briefly let
our readers know about your Engineering
background?
Anton: I graduated as an Electrical Engineer
from the UM and then decided to specialise
in Biomedical Engineering in the US, where
I obtained my Masters and PhD from The
Ohio State University. My specialisation was
in biosignal processing, and while in the US
I worked on applications in sleep disorders
and neonatal brain monitoring. On my return
to Malta I was not fortunate enough to find
a position where I could use my biomedical
engineering studies. Instead I was employed
with a biotech company, where I got involved
with intellectual property and knowledge
transfer, and since then I have specialised in this
area. Through my engineering background I
have developed a passion for new technologies

and I am lucky that through my job I can
support the translation of these inventions
into real products.
Andras: I graduated as a mechanical
engineer specialising in automotive, and
I chose the profession because I have
always been amazed by machines. It also
gives a great level of satisfaction to design
a machine, build it and watch it operating.
I started working during university years as
a junior engineer at a small R&D company
that developed prototypes for R&D projects.
After the initial years I had the opportunity
to venture into other related areas such
as research & innovation management,
partnership management, product and
business development. Soon I realised that I
felt more comfortable there, and transitioned
to an innovation & project manager position,
but never really left engineering. I was still
working with engineers hand-in-hand, I
just delivered the non-technical part of the
project. It worked out very well, because out
of personal curiosity I wanted to know every
little detail of a prototype, and it helped
me do my job better. Not to mention that
speaking the same language and showing
interest in their work allowed us to have a
great team work. And I am lucky enough to
be in a similar position at KTO, but with some
extra exciting challenges emerging from
working with academia and the industry.
Elisa: I am a Mechanical Engineer by
profession and the manufacturing industry
has always fascinated me since childhood
(quite some time ago now!). I worked in
the private manufacturing sector for 10
years, in R&D and Quality Management, and
joined the University of Malta administrative
staff workforce in January 2008. Back
then, amongst other duties, I led the team
responsible for the Students’ database, making
online facilities (online application, study-unit
registration & feedback, and programmes of
study) a reality. In November 2018 I joined
the KTO team where I am responsible for
the promotion and management of IndustryAcademia collaborations. My professional
experience in diverse sectors coupled with the
support of my colleagues has undoubtedly
been an invaluable aid for me to adapt to
different environments, encouraging me to
continuously strive to learn from the particular
situation in hand.
So the KTO has Engineers with different
backgrounds; an Electrical Engineer with a
Phd in Biomedical Engineering, a Mechanical

and an Automotive Engineer. Can you now
briefly describe your role within the KTO?
Anton: As the first employee of the KTO I
have had a hand in everything as the office
has grown and matured over the years.
This has given me a lot of knowledge and
experience which I rely on in my position as
Director. My primary role now is to support
my KTO colleagues in their work, to act as
a sounding board and discuss progress on
the various projects we are involved in, and
whenever possible to keep things moving
and help solve the many issues we encounter
along the way.
Elisa: As I mentioned before I am responsible
for the promotion and management of
Industry-Academia collaborations between
the UM and the outside world. In order to
be a good link when drafting a collaboration
agreement, one has to try to be practical
and understand the issues put forward by all
parties (not only the UM) in order to ensure
that the parties involved are comfortable
with the clauses in the agreement. This is the
key to generate future further collaborations
and it is one of the goals of the UM. When one
has to juggle between different agreements
running
simultaneously,
good
project
management skills (and a dash of patience
at times) are essential assets. In my opinion,
the structure of the UM’s engineering course
plants the seeds to equip students with these
qualities, which seeds will then germinate
when the knowledge gained is put into
practice at the workplace.
Andras: I work in the technology transfer
sector of projects. Simply put, our aim is
to push the university inventions along the
technology readiness scale all the way until
these inventions find their useful application
in the industry. We create a synergy with the
inventors by adding the non-technical parts
to the development process, such as checking
freedom to operate, evaluating patentability
and, assessing the commercial potential, to
name a few. But it is a long process, because
most research at the university is early-stage,
so our project timelines can easily stretch
over a decade.
So, Andras, as an Engineer, how does your
background help you contribute towards
these innovative, sometimes early stage,
research projects?
Andras: Along the process our contribution
varies, because different readiness levels
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have different needs to advance. But I have
to tell you that engineering is there almost
every step of the way. Apart from the fact that
many of our projects come from engineering,
even most of the other projects from other
disciplines have some form of hardware
element and consequently will definitely face
an engineering problem.
It starts with the proof of concept phase when
you have to build the first physical realisation
of the invention, progressing to building a
prototype where functionality is important,
followed by testing in real-life environment
to check the invention’s actual performance.
Then comes the product development,
implementing in mass production, certification,
and so on, but these inevitably have to be done
with the industry.
And I also have to mention that the financial
success of a project also depends partly on
engineering. For example, in one of my current
projects, not from the engineering sector, the
production time is a crucial factor. If the time
of producing a single unit is not kept under
a minute, the project makes a loss instead of
profit. An engineering team is working on this
at the moment, facing several technological
challenges. But I am certain they will manage.
So overall, having an engineering background,
i.e. understanding the technical possibilities
and consequences, helps my job immensely.
Anton, you have built the KTO’s team since
2009. What characteristics do you think one
needs to work in such a field?
Anton: I think the most important
characteristic one requires is a passion for
technology, which I already mentioned earlier.
This is possibly why our profession attracts so
many engineers. One must also be capable
of understanding how new technologies can
be transferred into the commercial world,
primarily either through collaboration with
industry, through license agreements or by
spinning out a company for this purpose. Each
case is different and the route to market is
complex, so another important characteristic
is the ability to be creative, persistent and
persevering.
Elisa, you have helped shape a number
of collaborative agreements between the
University of Malta and Industry in the
engineering world. What sectors do you
most commonly get to be involved in?
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Elisa: One of the things I like about my job
is that after all the years at the UM, since I
joined the KTO, I started appreciating how
vast the research at the UM is in reality. I have
participated in Collaboration Agreements
ranging from improvements in manufacturing
process flows and deployment of AI to
improve production yields, to the analysis
of the degradation of concrete structures
of national heritage, to studies pertaining to
environmental aspects and others related to
the wellbeing of society in its various aspects.
In order to carry out all this research, funding
is essential. Throughout the years our office
has seen a steady increase in collaborative
initiatives which have been made possible
through funding from public/private entities
as well as funds such as the Maritime Seed
Award Fund and the Takeoff Seed Award
Fund as well as support measures such as
the R&D2020 offered by Malta Enterprise,
amongst others.
Thank you for explaining to our readers your
roles and for delving a bit more about you as
Engineers in the world of Knowledge Transfer.
It is clear that passion for technology,
curiosity and good management skills are
essential in KT. All of which are attributes we
admire in many engineers. Finally, may I ask
you to mention a few Engineering projects
that the KTO has worked on?
Anton: The majority of projects that the KTO
works on are either engineering projects or
ones that have a strong engineering input.
We have a good number of medtech projects,
including the MaltaHip project which involves
a new design for a hip prosthesis, technologies
to monitor and help avoid complications of
diabetes, and a novel technology to count
blood cells. We are also supporting various
green technologies, including offshore longterm energy storage, floating solar, electric
and hybrid boats, a micro-combined heat
and power generator, and technologies to
produce reconstituted building materials
from construction waste.
_____________________________________
The technologies mentioned in the final answer
provided by Anton can be viewed on the Knowledge
Transfer Office Website here; https://www.um.edu.
mt/knowledgetransfer/technologies
If you are interested in any of these technologies,
would like to learn more about Knowledge Transfer,
or would like to get in touch with Anton, Andras
or Elisa, feel free to email on knowledgetransfer@
um.edu.mt.
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Heat Recovery Ventilation
systems

HRV Systems
Air quality affects human health and
therefore the well-being of people. Today,
energy efficiency regulations have resulted
in increasingly insulated buildings, thus
reducing energy expenditure but at the
same time preventing the natural flow of
air (and airing the rooms regularly is not
enough, because the air exchange is not
steady).
For this reason, the installation of a
Heat Recovery Ventilation system
becomes necessary: it provides air
exchange in a constant and controlled
way by monitoring and diluting indoor
pollutants such as humidity, CO2, Radon,
VOCs (volatile organic compounds) and
formaldehyde.
How it works
The HRV introduces the air taken from the
outside, which once filtered, ensures the
well-being and hygienic conditions of the
environment.
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The ventilation units feature two fans, one
to take out air and the other to bring in
fresh air at the same time. A cross-flow
countercurrent heat exchanger recovers
the energy contained in the outgoing
air and transfers it to the incoming air
guaranteeing an efficiency of over 90%.
In this way the energy consumption of the
building is reduced, while at the same time
the air in the house in purified by removing
pollutants and moisture.
HRV system components
Valsir has developed different types of
heat recovery units, with and without
thermal integration, but also with different
installation options and air flow rates:
Aria EVO: high efficiency heat recovery
unit with dual flow.
Idronica:
heat
recovery
unit
with
dehumidification and integration in renewal
with hydronic battery

Isoterma: heat recovery unit with isotherm
dehumidification in recirculation with
integrated cooling circuit
Maxima: heat recovery unit with
dehumidification and integration in
renewal with integrated cooling circuit
Valsir HRV system is completed by a wide
range of accessories and components
including distribution box, grid and
adapters, filters, valves, pipes and fittings
with antimicrobial and antibacterial
characteristics, in order to maintain high
standards of air quality.

and the energy is transferred to the air
introduced from the outside.
The cycle is repeated for the entire
duration of operation of the device
reducing energy consumption (and it
also contributes to improve the energy
classification of the building). This also
prevents temperature changes due
to opening windows for changing the
air in your home, it quickly eliminates
unpleasant odors, and counteracts the
formation of mold and moisture.

Brezza60
An example of the high efficiency of
Valsir’s HRV solution is the high efficiency
heat recovery unit Brezza60, which
works by alternating 70-second cycles of
introduction and expulsion of air from the
room.
The ceramic exchanger holds the energy
of the air taken from inside the room; after
70 seconds the operation is reversed,

Brezza 60 exploded view
This is a paid advertorial.

Providing a complete solution
to protect your home from burglars.
_
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Powerline Plus
Sturdy, safe and fully type tested
range of MCCB Panel boards
Powerline Plus Electrical Distribution Boards, delivered complete and integrated for high
performances up to 800A for residential, tertiary and industrial environments.

Product features

Constructional Characteristics

Sturdy
• Sturdy enclosure designed for
transportation, storage and installation
demands.
• Powerline Plus Busbar system is
engineered, tested and certified to
provide superior performance. Busbars
and connectors are electro-tin plated for
corrosion resistance in all environments.
• Unique fiberglass-reinforced
polycarbonate busbar supports for
strength and dimensional stability.

•

Certified for Greater Safety
• The Powerline Plus range of MCCB
panelboards is designed and built to the
latest international standards IEC 61439-1 &
2/BSEN 61439-1 & 2
• Fully Type-Tested as per IEC 61439-1 & 2 /
BSEN 61439-1 & 2 standards.
• Powerline Plus panelboards guarantee
conformity, performance and reliability for
your peace of mind.
Extensive
• Flexible thanks to its accessories.
• Large interior space for ease in cabling.

Innovates and simplifies the
switchboards.
Demand always the very best!
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•
•

•
•

•

Complies with IEC 61439-1 & 2 / BSEN
61439-1 & 2.
Fully Type Tested, Certified KEMA
Degree of protection: IP43 as per IEC
60529 (IP54 tested and available on
request)
Form of separation: Form 2b
Enclosure constructed from rigid folded
Electro Galvanized sheet metal of 1.5mm
thickness, EGI with anti-corrosion
protection
Paint shade RAL 9002, epoxy polyester
based powder coating.
This is a paid advertorial.

